**Boom Time**

**Percussion Distribution:**

- tom toms
- suspended cymbals
- metal wind chimes (small set, pentatonic preferred)
- wood block
- large tam-tam
- Chinese bell tree
- medium triangle
- bass drum (with foot pedal)
- tambourine (setting on a table)
- hi-hat
- whip
- vibraslap
- agogo bells (mounted on a stand)
- vibraphone
- orchestra bells

*Also needed:* A **police whistle** and a small, silent **electric fan** to stimulate the wind chimes throughout the second movement, and a **coin** to slide on the cymbals.

**Mallets:** 3 hard yarn, 2 medium soft yarn, 2 brass mallets (for the orchestra bells and Chinese bell tree), 1 tam-tam beater.

**Duration:** approximately 12 minutes